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FOLD THIS PAGE IN HALF BEFORE YOU DO THE ACTIVITY. DON’T LOOK AT 
THE FULL TEXTS YET 
	
Activity	–		Which	video	do	these	phrases	refer	to?					Stop	Where	You	Are	(SWYA)		or	
Titanium	(T)	
	
The video captures a warm, uplifting performance 	 	
a full-on action adventure narrative	 	
a superhero boy in a real world	 	
the cold concrete slabs of the Southbank Centre's brutalist buildings	 	
an apparently ordinary boy (played by Super 8's Ryan 
Lee) goes on the run	

	

Shot in cold, small town Canada, 	
scenes of human kindness as well as antagonism and conflict play out	 	
after accidentally exposing his destructive supernatural powers while at 
school. 

	

The video invites us to drop the barriers that we build around ourselves and 
appreciate those around us, regardless of image, colour, creed or culture.	

	

It’s less about superhero action than teen alienation 	
with nods to movies like Let The Right One In and Elephant. 	
	
 
FOLD THIS PAGE OVER BEFORE YOU DO THE ACTIVITY. DON’T LOOK AT 
THE FULL TEXTS YET 
	
Full	texts	–	mini	reviews	from	promonews.tv	
	
	
The video captures a warm, uplifting performance by the singer amongst the 
cold concrete slates of the Southbank Centre's brutalist buildings. Around her, 
scenes of human kindness as well as antagonism and conflict play out, inviting 
us to drop the barriers that we build around ourselves and appreciate those 
around us, regardless of image, colour, creed or culture. 
	
David Wilson's remarkable development in the past year from his animation 
roots continues with a full-on action adventure for David Guetta's emotional 
Titanium, sung by Sia. It's a blockbuster narrative of an apparently ordinary boy 
(played by Super 8's Ryan Lee) who goes on the run after accidentally exposing 
his destructive supernatural powers while at school. 

David Wilson says that when given an open brief - Guetta wanted a narrative, 
and didn't want to be in it - he originally took a humourous approach to the 
script, but then changed it completely to have a superhero boy in a real world. 
Shot in cold, small town Canada, its less about superhero action than teen 
alienation - with nods to movies like Let The Right One In and Elephant. 

	


